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About This Software

 On NB Desktop

NB Desktop is a desktop customization software, which can set video, picture, web page and other content into a desktop and is
easy to use. It takes only a few simple steps to turn your favorite content into your desktop, start your extraordinary computer

journey, and the software supports creative workshops. It can share and use other people's shared content anytime and
anywhere, and get excellent visual experience.

 Characteristics

Low occupancy rate of resources and low occupancy rate of similar software make it easy for your computer to use
custom desktop (high bit rate or high resolution video will still improve the occupancy rate, which will lead to high
occupancy rate, please choose according to your own configuration)

Support web desktop, support Bilibili and other mainstream video stations desktop playback, you can blow water at any
time, watch it at any time.

Supporting creative workshops, you can share your own content in a few simple steps, and you can easily use the sharing
of other users.

Supporting Multi-Display Environment
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Adaptive Resolution

Support most of the mainstream video formats, such as MP4, AVI, MOV, FLV, WEBM, etc.
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Title: NB Desktop
Genre: Design & Illustration, Photo Editing, Software Training, Utilities, Early Access
Developer:
CCYY
Publisher:
CCYY
Release Date: 24 May, 2019

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 Home Premium or better

Processor: Intel Core 2 Due E6300 or AMD althon X2 5000+

Memory: 1024 MB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA 7300GT or ATI X1600

Storage: 500 MB available space

Additional Notes: Windows Aero is open

English,Simplified Chinese
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this is a good and simple wallpaper app which could be animated by using mp4 file i think its pretty good but i want more
people to work on the mp4 wallpaper thanks.

glad i gound this app
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